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A ustralia is witnessing something of a sea
change when it comes to natural and
organic cosmetics. Jill Chambers,
founder of natural and vegan cosmetics

company The Makeup Factory, based in Perth,
tells Cosmetics Business: “Just a few years ago there
was a huge misconception that if a brand was
natural it wasn’t effective.” That has now changed,
she says.

With a harsh hot climate and a population with
many light skinned consumers, Australians have
built-in caution about skin care products – they
need them to work. But, slowly and surely, the
country’s natural and organic personal care product
segment is establishing a good name for efficacy. 

Indeed, market research company Ecovia
Intelligence (formerly Organic Monitor) values the
Australian market for natural and organic personal
care products at about US$165m (2015 data).
Meanwhile, IBIS World states that the organic
C&T industry grew by an impressive 18% between

2009 and 2014 to stand at Australian dollars
AU$236.1m. The market was estimated to grow by
7.9% between 2013 and 2014, with skin care
(35.4%) and hair care (33.7%) representing the
largest growth categories. According to IBIS
World industry analyst Ryan Lin, in addition to the
surging consumer awareness and concerns about
certain chemical compounds in traditional
cosmetics, “the strength of the Australian dollar...
has also aided imports, which cater to the diverse
needs of Australian consumers in their search for
natural and organic beauty products.” The market
research company also forecasts further strong
growth for the segment.Over the five years to
2020, this sector is expected to grow at an
annualised 15.1% to reach $327.3m, with revenue
for 2016 estimated to have grown by 9.9%, says
IBIS World, “due to heightened demand from
increasingly health-conscious households.”

Natural and organic products may only comprise
3% of all personal care product sales in the

AU$236.1m

+7.9* 

*Organic C&T market.
Source: IBIS World
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country, according to Ecovia – but there is a lot of
market to tap in the future. Sales within the entire
Australian beauty and personal care sector are
thriving. In 2016, they grew by an impressive
9.9%, from AU$8.1bn (US$6bn) in 2015 to
AU$8.9bn (US$6.6bn) last year, according to
Euromonitor International. 

“Manufacturers were active in new product
developments in 2015, with new launches crucial to
maintain consumer interest in the highly competitive
market. Natural ingredients continue to feature
strongly in new launches, as well as products
featuring active ingredients and products for sensitive
skin,” said a 2016 report from Euromonitor.

Moreover, Australians are the third biggest per
capita spenders on facial care in the Asia Pacific
region, outstripped only by South Korea then
Japan, and the top spenders on body care in the
Asia Pacific region.

Australia also benefits from having a solid
personal care product regulatory regime and a well
established organic certification system, the
Australian Certified Organic Standard, which
reduces concern about manufacturers making
dubious greenwashing claims about their products.

The country is also home to some internationally
natural brands, including Jurlique, Australia’s
leading skin care brand which now offers tours of
its farm, where its natural ingredients are sourced,
in the Adelaide Hills. 

Other leading brands include Melbourne-based
Natio, which was voted Best Australian Beauty
Brand at the 2016 Prix de Marie Claire awards. A
spokesperson for the company tells Cosmetics
Business: “Natio caters to an increasing number of
consumers who seek gentle, plant-based
ingredients in beauty products as part of a holistic
approach to health and wellbeing.” Natio is now
stocked in both well-known department stores and
pharmacy chains, but does so by offering
Australians a green lifestyle-focused choice that is
entirely Australian-made. “We offer prestige
quality formulations at affordable prices,” says the
spokesperson, “with an impressive collection of
skin care, colour cosmetics and bath and body
products true to the Australian spirit and lifestyle:
natural, easygoing and refreshingly real.” 

Mukti is another well-received organic cosmetics
brand, which was established in 2000 and has a
string of awards to its name, most recently winning
best skin care brand in Australia at the Beauty
Shortlist Awards 2017. And there are also relative
newcomers like Queensland’s MooGoo, a ‘no
gimmick’ range of skin care products based on the
properties of dairy udder cream. 

The Makeup Factory has also seen exciting
growth and is listed by Australian and New Zealand
website Organic Index. With an online store and 35
stockists in Australia (and distributors in China, the
US and the UK) it has grown from humble hippy
roots in Fremantle, Western Australia: “Our
consumers have shown that we are all looking for

sustainable, health enhancing, planet enriching and
high quality products,” says the company. 

Food inspiration
Looking ahead, one of the main trends in today’s
Australian organic and natural personal care
product segment is food-based, according to
market researchers Mintel. A report on this
Australian segment said: “The rise of food-based
ingredients in the beauty space continues, with
skin care products embracing food ingredients,
mimicking food trends from diets to processing
techniques,” for instance cold-pressed limes,
similar to fruit juice. Also, products that are ‘free
from’ certain additives and ingredients are doing
well in Australia’s cosmetics and food retailers. 

The food-based trend in cosmetics has drawn
inspiration from food trends more generally,
where ‘clean eating’ and raw food have gained vast
traction across social media platforms, especially
among Instagram and other more visual sites.

LAUNCH HIGHLIGHT
Major international brands carry clout in Australia,
so it is no surprise that long established natural
brand The Body Shop does well. In March 2017,
The Body Shop launched Almond Milk & Honey
Soothing and Restoring Body Lotion in Australia,
part of its Almond Milk & Honey body care range.
Nikole Duong, spokesperson for The Body Shop
Australia, says: “This body
moisturiser has a silky texture, is
lightweight, fast-absorbing and
provides up to 48 hours of
hydration. Almond Oil is high in
essential fatty acids which is perfect
to help replenish dry skin.” The
range is 100% vegetarian, contains
no colourants, mineral oils or
petrolatum and has been formulated
with Community Trade Almond Oil
from Spain. “It’s a body care range
that does good, as well as feel
good,” she says. 

$327.3m

+15.1 

Annualised revenue growth over
five years from 2017. 
Source: IBIS World
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Consumers
are so
educated 
and so aware
of what they
are putting 
in and on 
their bodies
Jill Chambers, founder, 
The Makeup Factory
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Mintel suggests: “Food ingredients rich in
nutrients are being used to ‘feed’ and nourish the
skin, from superfoods, to oils and probiotics.
Beauty products are drawing inspiration from
diets and processing, positioning products as
clean, raw or cold-pressed.” 

One superfood ingredient that has successfully
crossed over from food to skin care is kale, which
has been adopted for use in face masks and other
products to help nourish the skin. Nip + Fab
Australia has even launched a whole skin care
range based around the ingredient. The Kale Fix
range includes moisturiser, clay mask, make-up
removing pads and an exfoliating cleanser which
combines kale and watercress to reinvigorate the
skin and protect it against free radical damage.

Naturally native
Remaining particularly popular for use in cosmetic
and personal care products is Australian-grown
ingredients.“So many new trends are emerging but
the one that stands out the most is using native
ingredients,” says Chambers. “We started using
Australian-grown ingredients such as kakadu plum
extract over 18 months ago because they are so
amazingly good for your skin and as a proud
Australian brand we have so many amazing
ingredients to show off,” she says. Kakadu plum,
native to Australia’s far north is said to be the
world’s highest source of vitamin C, offering anti-
ageing, hydrating and skin repair properties. It is
also used in Victoria-based Swisse’s brightening
serum and high end salon products from
Australian hair stylist Kevin Murphy. 

Kakadu has a high vitamin C content and
Australian indigenous groups in the far north of
the country prize it for its healing powers, curing
common ailments such as headaches.

Australian natural make-up brand Inika
Organic, which uses 100% natural ingredients for
its products, also uses the kakadu plum. Its
Certified Organic Enriched Rosehip Oil, for
example includes four Australian native seed oils –
Kakadu Plum, Quandong, Lilli Pilli and Crown of
Gold – to provide deep moisture, hydration and
help fight the signs of ageing.

Water water everywhere
Another ingredient enjoying an Australian
personal care product renaissance is water – an
element that has particular resonance in drought-
prone Australia. Water-based products and
ultra-hydrating products, such as micellar water,
are particularly popular. 

Mintel’s 2016 report said: “Water is also 
being used more as a natural way to intensify
hydration claims and the source of water is
getting more attention, with the use of mineral-
rich or thermal water growing.” This is being
seen in many mid-range supermarket products,
such as the top selling Micellar Cleansing Water
from Garnier (L’Oréal). 

Ultimately, however, the natural and organic
segment can only benefit from the fact that
Australians are becoming more sophisticated with
their skin care, with demand for boutique and
bespoke products on the rise across the board.
Australians are searching for better quality
products matched to their skin types, and all are
different: 3-in-1 no longer means one-size-fits-all.

As Chambers says, things have changed with
“consumers being so educated and so aware of
what they are putting in and on their bodies.”
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Added value will
continue to come from
natural, clean products
that blur the line
between food and
beauty, says Mintel 

The Makeup Factory is a
sustainability-focused cosmetics
brand based in Perth. Founder
Jill Chambers speaks to
Cosmetics Business

Who are your customers?
They’re every woman. We have
so many different customers, the main thread
being that they’re all very conscious about what
they choose to use on their skin.

What are the main new trends on the Australian
natural and organic market?
Ingestible beauty is huge right now. It’s an
extension of the organic food trend. There are a
couple of amazing brands who do this so well
already (The Beauty Chef, Edible Beauty and
WelleCo) and I’m certain there will be others
trying to follow suit very soon.

Is there a difference in the way organic and
natural cosmetics are marketed via social
media in Australia?
Not really. Each brand has to identify their own
market and engage with that audience, whether
they’re organic or not.

Has social media helped you communicate your
all-natural message with your customers for
greater impact? 
It has had an unbelievable impact. We’re so lucky
we have these social platforms to promote our
brand values and story. 

Has social media changed the way you do
business?
When I was a business development manager for
various cosmetics companies many moons ago,
we literally had to pound the pavement every
single day and work so hard to build brands and
get the word out. Now, social media basically
does a lot of the hard work for us.

How do you get the word out about new trends? 
Trends used to primarily start through fashion
and beauty pages in magazines, but now they
can easily start from someone’s bedroom. The
public dictates the trends and I think that’s 
pretty fabulous.

BRAND SPOTLIGHT: 
THE MAKEUP FACTORY
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